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 by runran   

Blue Blue Yokohama 

"A Nautical Feel"

Near Osanbashi Pier is a small shop with interesting interior décor that

sells clothing (with a nautical look) and souvenirs such as mugs, key

chains, scarves, bags and jewelry. Quirky clocks and signs adorn the

outside of the building. Inside, the small first room has old wooden floors

that creak alarmingly. The back room has been decorated like a ship or

warehouse with decorative objects such as old diving gear dotted about.

Clothing includes T-shirts, sweaters, trousers and jeans. -AH

 +81 45 664 2191  hrm.co.jp/blueblue_yokohama/  1-1 Kaigandori, Naka-ku, Yokohama

 by love Maegan   

Landmark Plaza 

"Packed with Shops and Restaurants"

Landmark Plaza, which is an annex of the Landmark Tower, consists of

five floors packed with shops, restaurants and cafes. There is an

abundance of boutiques, many specializing in famous brands. No matter

what your preferences in clothes, you should be able to find something

here. There are also shops selling novelties, accessories, stationery,

cosmetics and beauty products, and books and magazines. The variety of

restaurants and cafes is impressive. Whether you want a Starbucks coffee,

a simple burger or a full course French meal, you will find something here.

 +81 45 222 5015  www.yokohama-landmark.jp/  2-2-1 Mianto-Mirai, Yokohama

 by soyalina   

MaxMara 

"Clothing Shop"

MaxMara is a well known Italian brand in fashion wear. With clothes that

are semi formal, and can be worn to formal as well as informal occasions.

They are elegant and classy in looks. This is the place for your shopping if

you want to appear well-healed and classy at all occasions. It is famous for

its suits and coats alongside its jewelry as well as accessories.

 +8145 222 5353  www.yokohama-

landmark.jp/english/plaza_3f.html

 Landmark Plaza 3F, 2-2-1 Minato Mirai,

Yokohama

 by geralt   

Salvatorre Ferragamo 

"Italian Designs"

Salvatorre Ferragamo is where you should head to when you're looking to

make some chic and smart additions to your wardrobe. The Salvatorre

Ferragamo brand is sold internationally, and the clothing, shoes and

accessories are very fashionable, and expensive. You will find here stylish

sports jackets, silk ties, handmade, beautiful shoes, fashionable belts, and

leather travel bags. Salvatorre Ferragamo offers "timeless" fashion for

those who can afford it. The staff is very helpful and speaks a little

English.
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 +81 45 465 2831  www.salvatoreferragamo.it/jp  2-18-1 Takashima, Yokohama

 by ITA-ATU   

Sotetsu Joinus 

"Massive Shopping Mall"

This huge shopping mall is conveniently located just inside the west exit

of Yokohama Station and it has something for just about everybody. There

are four floors above ground and two basement levels and each floor has

a theme (or a variation on a theme). There are over 300 outlets in this

complex, including boutiques, brand and specialty shops, restaurants,

coffee shops, as well as, shops selling local and overseas delicacies.

Although most of the stores represent popular brands and are therefore

not the cheapest shops in town, there are frequent bargain sales when

you can come away feeling pleased with what you have bought.

 +81 45 319 2438  www.sotetsu-joinus.com/  1-5-1 Minamisaiwai, Yokohama
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